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How to Respond From Above the Line When Someone is Resolving Conflict 
Using the Collaborative Approach to Conflict Model
 
Being on the receiving end of the Collaborative Approach to Conflict is a giant opportunity to model conscious 
leadership. How you show up as a listener will build trust or erode trust. We suggest you can stay Above the Line 
by seeing the other person as your ally, allowing their feelings, and becoming genuinely curious about your part in 
creating conflict.

To respond from Above the Line, follow the process below.

A.  If someone asks you if you’re open/available for a conflict conversation, check in with yourself. If you’re mentally 
or physically not available, acknowledge that it’s not a good time and take the initiative to schedule another time 
to have the conversation, ideally within 24 hours. 

B.  If the other person is following the Collaborative Approach to Conflict process, allow them to express or read all 
five steps without interrupting. 

C.  Pay attention to your reactions as you listen. Are you able to stay Above the Line (open, undefended, genuinely 
curious) as the other person delivers their steps? Or are you falling Below the Line (reactive, defended, 
committed to being right)? Accurately knowing your operating state will determine your response.  

D.  If, after digesting the other person’s conflict steps, you remain Above the Line, respond using this 5-step process:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E.  If, after digesting the other person’s conflict steps, you are Below the Line, acknowledge that. 
 
The conscious leader will acknowledge their reactivity and take action to shift back Above the Line. This might 
include a request to pause, reflect, and return to the conversation at a later time, or employing a shift move on 
the spot such as deep breaths, letting go of defensive postures, and/or committing to seeing the other person as 
your ally. 

If you agree with the facts presented, acknowledge your behavior.

“I hear you feel/felt...”

“I appreciate you sharing your story.”

If there’s more to say beyond the behavior mentioned in step 1, say: “I acknowledge my part in creating this 
conflict is…”

Respond to their request with a clear yes, or propose an alternative if you have a no.

STEP 1: FACTS

STEP 2: EMOTIONS

STEP 3: STORY

STEP 4: THEIR PART

STEP 5: REQUEST
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How to Respond From Above the Line When Someone is Resolving Conflict 
Without Using the Collaborative Approach to Conflict Model
 
When participating in conflict-clearing conversations where the other person is reactive and not using a conflict 
resolution model, conscious leaders will focus on keeping themselves Above the Line. They can support an Above the 
Line approach by reserve-engineering the Collaborative Approach to Conflict process and asking certain questions. 

BEHAVIORS TO HELP YOU RESPOND ABOVE THE LINE

LANGUAGE TO HELP YOU RESPOND ABOVE THE LINE

•  If you’re Below the Line and reactive in the face of others’ reactivity, acknowledge your reactivity. 
Use wonder questions to shift yourself, or pause the conversation until you’ve shifted Above The 
Line

•  Demonstrate openness with your body posture (stand or sit quietly, uncross arms, relax your face)
•  Express curiosity (“I wonder what I can learn from this”)
•  Listen for accuracy
•  Be aware of facts vs. stories
•  Give their statement, feedback or request thoughtful consideration (vs. preparing a response or 

rebuttal)
•  See the other person as your ally

• “ Would you be willing to describe the specific behavior that you noticed? What was it that I did or 
didn’t do?” 

 –  With this question, you’re aiming to steer the other person toward facts rather than stories
• “ I’m open to hearing your feelings about this situation. Sounds like you’re feeling _____________ 

(angry, sad, scared)”
• “ I wonder if you may have some assumptions about me or my behavior. I’m open to hearing 

those”
•  “My part in creating this situation is _____________”
• “ I wonder if you have a request for me. Or do you want to make a new agreement with me?”
•  “What I will do next is _____________ (what) by _____________ (when)”
 –  With this statement, you’re steering toward a clear agreement
• “ Would you be willing to help me understand what it is that you want?” 
 –  With this question, you’re steering them toward a specific and measurable action and 

away from generalized complaining
• “ I notice I’m becoming reactive. I’d like to take a moment to collect my thoughts” 
 –  This is a chance for you to take three full breaths, move your body, commit to seeing the 

other person as your ally, etc.

[  OPEN ] 

[  CLOSED ]


